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INTRODUCTION

California is faced with an increasingly urgent need to deploy utility-scale energy storage
solutions to support the integration of a rapidly expanding supply of intermittent renewable
power generation resources. One promising approach to address this need is the use of
hydrogen as an energy storage medium in an approach referred to as Power-to-Gas (or P2G).
In this approach, hydrogen produced from electrical energy via electrolysis is used as an energy
storage medium either directly or after further conversion to methane as the carrier.
Electrolysis is a mature technology which converts electricity into hydrogen (and oxygen) by
splitting water. Beyond the storage function of converting electricity to gaseous fuel for later
use, these systems can cycle up and down rapidly providing additional grid support functions
including voltage and frequency regulation and rapid ramping up or down as needed. This
technology is currently being deployed in Europe and Canada but is only at the early
demonstration phase in California and is not as widely known as other energy storage
approaches such as batteries, pumped hydro and compressed air. This White Paper is intended
to provide policy makers and other interested parties with an overview of the concept and its
potential a cost-effective resource for fuel production and grid services.
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BACKGROUND

Countries around the world are investing heavily in renewable generation with wind and solar
as the dominant technologies. Without large-scale storage of electrical energy, power grids
cannot accommodate high levels of intermittent renewable resources because of mismatches
in supply and demand which can result in periods of significant excess generation creating the
need for bulk storage. Short-term, rapid fluctuation in power production from wind and solar
also challenge the ability of the grid to respond creating the need for rapidly responding grid
resources. This situation is predicted to become acute in California over the coming five years
as solar production peaks near mid-day and declines rapidly just as demand peaks in the late
afternoon and early evening creating a the need for rapid ramp up of replacement power. This
need will become even more dramatic as California progresses toward its goal of 50%
renewable power by 2030. A similar situation can exist with wind resources which can show
high production in pre-dawn hours when demand is low. In periods when supply exceeds
demand, excess wind power must be curtailed, which wastes a renewable resource. In such
periods of excess, which can span minutes, hours or even days, large amounts of renewable
electricity can be lost simply because the grid cannot accept the power.
Power-to-Gas (P2G) represents one potential tool for managing renewable power intermittency
and over-generation. Simply described, P2G is the process of using electrolysis to split water
into hydrogen and oxygen. Through this process, electrical energy is converted to chemical
energy in the form of hydrogen. The hydrogen can then be transported through the natural gas
grid via blending or further conversion to methane, transported by other means such as trucks,
or used directly at the point of production. The stored chemical energy can be used to
generate electricity via a fuel cell or other generation device, as a transportation fuel, or for any
other purpose for which hydrogen or methane is used. The water consumption of the P2G
process is small, with about 50 gallons of water required to convert 1 MWh of power into 20 kg
of hydrogen. Put another way, all of the energy required to run a household could be stored
by converting less than 1% of the indoor water it consumes.
The Power-to-Gas concept is illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the potential for rapidresponse capability of P2G systems. An important distinction between P2G and other forms of
energy storage is that P2G allows conversion of energy amongst a variety of sectors and enduses (e.g., electric grid, gas grid, transportation fuel) and takes advantage of the natural gas grid
as an existing and inexpensive storage resource to augment, and in some instances replace,
dedicated hydrogen storage infrastructure. Defining grid electricity storage to include
conversion and later use in non-electrical forms of energy is critical to achieving emissions and
climate goals in a least-cost, best-fit manner. Constraining storage solutions to “electricity-in,
electricity-out” only will increase the cost of intermittency.
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Figure 1 – Power-to-Gas Concept

Figure 2 – Electrolyzer Sub-second Load Following Capability
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THE NEED FOR GRID-SCALE ENERGY STORAGE

The need for grid-scale energy storage to manage renewable energy intermittency and overgeneration is evident in Europe, where large deployments of renewable power resources often
produce excess power that out-strips demand. For example, between 2011 and 2012,
‘constraint payments’ to wind farms by National Grid were over ten percent of the total
amount paid to all generators, which totalled around $55 million.1 The value of the balancing
services market in the UK for 2014/15 rose to more than $1.7billion. In some areas of
Germany, 30% of the wind production is curtailed.2
Closer to home, Texas and Washington have faced their own renewable energy challenges. In
Texas, renewable power over-generation and transmission capacity constraints resulted in
negative energy prices in 2011–2013.3 In Washington, Bonneville Power Administration paid
wind farmers
nearly $3 million
over several
months in 2012 to
curtail their power
deliveries.4
The California
Independent
System Operator
(CAISO) forecasts
similar challenges
for the California
grid. Shown in
Figure 3, the now
famous “Duck
Curve5” (this refers
to the shape of the
CAISO net load (grid
supplied power) plotted
against time of day)

Figure 3 – “The Duck Curve” -- Net Load Curve
Source: DEMAND RESPONSE AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY ROADMAP, CAISO, 2013

1

http://instituteforenergyresearch.org/analysis/uk-pays-millions-to-wind-farms-not-to-generate-electricity-whilescotland-fells-trees-to-build-more-wind-farms/#_edn3
2
Presentation by Dr. Alexander Vogel, Gas to Power Conference, Cologne, Germany, November 2012
3
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=16831
4
http://washingtonstatewire.com/blog/too-much-windpower-rivers-surged-this-summer-and-oversupply-cost-27-million/
5
This curve is the net load served by the California Independent System Operator and it reflects the reduced load
in the middle part of the day created by increasing amounts of self-generated solar energy. Surplus results when
the system supply exceeds demand, at which point “must run” resource must be curtailed to protect the system.
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could lead to annual surplus renewable energy of up to 12,000 GWh (nearly 10% of renewable
production) under a 50% renewables scenario.6 In addition, the rapid decline of solar
production in the later afternoon and evening will also lead to the need for rapid ramping of
replacement resources, which will add cost to the grid and also pose technical challenges for
both the electric and natural gas grids. Storage will be a technical necessity if California is to
reach its goals for renewable electricity.
The Duck Curve clearly shows the need for load shifting over periods of four to twelve hours. In
addition, at high penetration levels of solar and wind resources, not only daily, but also
seasonal variations in resource level will require storage resources over longer time periods.
Power-to-Gas is uniquely suited to these long-duration storage needs.
While battery costs go up in proportion to the quantity of energy stored (duration), P2G cost is
nearly independent of the quantity of energy stored when the existing gas grid is used as the
storage medium as illustrated in Figure 4. Although future costs are subject to uncertainty,
the cases assessed here reflect a cross-over in efficiency-adjusted capital cost with lithium-ion
battery costs at a storage duration of between 12 hours and 35 hours of storage capacity. The
case labelled “Dedicated Fuel Cell” assumes that a fuel cell is part of the system cost to
reconvert storage energy to electricity. The “Existing Generation” case assumes that the
gaseous fuel produced by the P2G system is transported over the natural gas system and used
in an existing generation resource.

Figure 4 – Capital Cost versus Storage Duration for 1 MW (output) Battery and P2G2P Systems

6

https://www.ethree.com/documents/California_Utility_Brief_E3_Study_Final.pdf
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THE POWER-TO-GAS GRID-SCALE ENERGY STORAGE SOLUTION

Power-to-Gas represents a viable and potentially low-cost approach to large-scale energy
storage, and electrolyzers can also serve other grid functions such as rapid demand or supply
response, spinning reserve, and frequency and voltage regulation. As shown in Figure 5 below,
P2G is a technology that can be similar in scale to pumped hydro and compressed air but is
much more modular and flexible in siting and can utilize the vast storage capacity of the
existing natural gas grid. As an example, over 130 billion cubic feet of natural gas storage
capacity exists in Southern California. To put this in perspective, this is enough to supply all of
the gas-fired generation in the region for more than two months.

Figure 5 – Storage Technologies and Power / Energy Characteristics (After Fraunhofer ISE, 2015)

As discussed, P2G has the unique feature of converting electrical energy into chemical energy in
the form of hydrogen or methane. This expands the range of storage use cases to include use
as a vehicle fuel for fuel cell or natural gas vehicles. Today, vehicle fuel carries a substantially
higher value than electricity on an energy-equivalent basis. Like other energy storage
technologies that are especially amenable to bulk energy storage (e.g., pumped hydro,
compressed air), the incremental cost of increasing storage capacity is low. This feature
enables lower cost bulk energy storage of the type and duration (e.g., daily, seasonal) that will
be required for mitigating renewable power curtailment.7
Other key attributes of P2G energy storage include its modularity to support sub-megawatt to
multi-megawatt deployment, siting flexibility (due to footprint, zero or near-zero emissions and

7

Maton, Zhao and Brouwer, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, Volume 38, pp. 7867-7880, 2013
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low noise), sub-second response times, minimal adverse environmental impacts, the use of the
existing massive gas pipeline infrastructure and technical maturity. Because of these features,
P2G is being actively pursued as a storage solution around the globe. This includes megawattscale installations in Europe8 and Canada9.
Various government agencies have also begun to recognize the merits of P2G:


An industry panel advising the European Union’s hydrogen research program said in
2011, “hydrogen has the potential of storing virtually unlimited amounts of renewable
energy to be converted back into the grid by stationary fuel cells with high efficiency
and quick response times, enabling incorporation of large amounts of intermittent solar
and wind power into the grid as base load.”10



The UK’s Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) “2050 Pathways Analysis”
indicates that energy storage using hydrogen is a critical area.11 Sandia National
Laboratories concluded in 2011 that “Hydrogen energy storage is an ideal match for
renewables of all scales, especially large-scale wind."12



The National Renewable Energy Laboratory has examined the potential of storing large
amounts of hydrogen in the natural gas pipeline system, and developed a lifecycle cost
analysis of hydrogen versus other technologies for electrical energy storage
demonstrating positive benefit to cost ratios under a variety of scenarios.13



A recent report on energy storage funded by the European Commission Fuel Cell and
Hydrogen Joint Undertaking identifies a major role for hydrogen energy storage if
Europe is to meet its 2050 carbon goals. The report identifies the potential need in
Europe for several hundred GW of electrolyzer capacity to serve energy storage needs,
with up to 170 GW in Germany alone. It states that the use of electrolytic hydrogen in
the gas grid, transportation or industrial sectors can productively utilize nearly all excess
renewable energy.14

8

http://www.iea.org/media/workshops/2014/hydrogenroadmap/13hydrogenicsrobertharvey.pdf
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industry-news/energy-and-resources/ontario-pickscontenders-for-wind-solar-energy-storage/article19901932/
10
https://www.sintef.no/upload/Materialer_kjemi/kurs_konferanser/symposium-Water-electrolysis-andhydrogen-as-a-part-of-the-future-renewable-energy-system.pdf
11
https://www.gov.uk/2050-pathways-analysis
12
http:// prod.sandia.gov/techlib/access-control.cgi/2011/114845.pdf
13
http://www.nrel.gov/hydrogen/pdfs/48360.pdf
14
http://www.fch-ju.eu/sites/default/files/4-FCH%20JU%20%20NL%20Panel%205%20%20Energy%20Storage%20study%20%28ID%201356957%29%20%28ID%201375431%29
%20%28ID%201375739%29.pdf
9
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UTILIZING NATURAL GAS PIPELINE SYSTEMS
HYDROGEN INJECTION AND BLENDING

The existing natural gas pipeline system provides an existing and ubiquitous network that could
potentially be used for delivering hydrogen in the form of a hydrogen-natural-gas blend. The
hydrogen/natural gas mixture can then be delivered to end use systems for use with or without
separation. Natural gas pipelines are widespread and highly interconnected throughout North
America, while being well monitored, maintained, and regulated.
Because the physical and chemical properties of hydrogen are different from natural gas, the
permissible hydrogen fraction is limited. Research studies have suggested that volume
fractions of up to 20% could be tolerated, although the highest current limit in Europe is 12%
(Holland) with most standards below 5%.15 The gas grid in Hawaii currently delivers gas
containing 10% hydrogen.16 Research and analysis is in progress by various entities in the U.S.
to determine appropriate blending limits. A test and evaluation project on this topic is
currently in progress at the University of California, Irvine.
METHANATION

Another method of utilizing the natural gas pipeline system is to methanize the hydrogen prior
to injecting it by combining the hydrogen with carbon dioxide, from waste sources for example,
to create methane. The resultant renewable methane (assuming 100% renewable electricity as
the energy source) is interchangeable with conventional natural gas and can be stored and
transported over the natural gas system and used without restriction. Very large amounts of
over-generation from renewables could be accommodated via methanation, which opens the
possibility of synergistically de-carbonizing both the electricity and natural gas grids.

POWER-TO-GAS ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The economics of Power-to-Gas depend upon the ultimate use of the hydrogen and the type
and amount of grid services provided and, like other technologies in early deployment, upon
further reduction in system costs as designs evolve, performance improves and manufacturing
volumes increase. A variety of storage and related functions can be performed by electrolyzers
depending upon the system configuration and the value of the various functions performed.

15
16

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/51995.pdf
Hydrogen Delivery Technical Team Roadmap, U.S. DRIVE Partnership, 2013.
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Relative to storage functionality, there are two broad categories of systems: those that return
power to the grid (Power-to-Gas-to-Power) and those that store and use electrical energy in the
form of gaseous fuel (Power-to-Gas). Several grid services can be provided by electrolyzer
systems. These include:


Energy time shifting (arbitrage)



Voltage and frequency regulation



Ramping



System Capacity



Rapid Demand and Supply Response



T&D investment deferral

Analysis of system cost effectiveness requires assessment of the value of various functions that
can be performed by various system configurations and then optimization of the system
dispatch over the time period being analyzed to achieve optimal economic dispatch. Such
analyses are dependent upon the local power system and regional economics, so that these
analyses must be done on a localized basis. Full-up modeling of the western U.S electricity grid
under alternative deployment scenarios utilizing differing mixes for battery and P2G resources
is being conducted by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and the University of
California, Irvine and initial results will be published later this year. Initial results from these
analyses of energy conversion using electrolysis illustrate the potentially compelling business
case for Power-to-Gas.
Figure 6 shows the cost of producing hydrogen and methane respectively under various prices
for input electrical energy. Currently applicable time-of-use rates in Southern California are in
the $0.07/kWh to $0.09/kWh range. However, new rate and market structures being
developed by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) and the electric utilities will
make the effective cost of electricity significantly lower by providing rate offsets or revenue
streams for a variety of grid functions. Depending upon location, additional revenue (or rate
discounts) could be available for voltage and frequency support, as well as various types of
investment deferral that will likely include alternative forms of energy storage. For the current
discussion, these effects are captured though the range of input electricity prices of zero (free
curtailed electricity) to $0.06/kWh (potential future off-peak rate).
The results of this analysis show that, based upon expected progress on technology cost,
hydrogen and methane can be can be produced at costs comparable to conventional vehicle
fuel. This is without consideration of any renewable fuel premium, which could be in the range
of $2 per gasoline gallon equivalent in the 2030 time frame.17 Alternatively, intermittent
17

ICF International. http://www.caletc.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/ICF-Report-Final-2.pdf
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renewable electricity could be converted to fuel, transported on the gas grid, and redelivered as
fully dispatchable renewable electricity (via existing combined cycle or natural-gas-capable fuel
cell generators) at less than $0.07/kWh. This is net of conversion losses (55% fuel-to-electricity
efficiency and no charge for surplus electricity).

P2G Hydrogen Production Cost
Refer
- Future
ence…

P2G Methane Production
Cost - Future Refer
enc…

$ 60/MWh

RNG WoodGas

Free Curt

Free Curt
$0

$2

$4
$/GGE

$6

$8

$0

$20
$40
$/MMBTU

$60

Figure 6 – Production Cost of Fuel via Power-to-Gas

As noted below, grid services provide potential additional revenue streams that can further
enhance the value proposition for Power-to-Gas systems. Figure 7 illustrates the value of
shifting electricity consumption to the least expensive time (arbitrage) and also from providing
ancillary services to the grid operator. The analysis employs the assumptions used in the
current DOE H2A model
(“Future Central Hydrogen
Production from PEM
electrolysis v3.0” which
features a base feedstock cost
of $0.066/kWh).18 The
potential ancillary services
provided include regulation,
spinning reserve and nonspinning reserve. Electrolyzer
behavior was calculated using
an operations optimization
model that maximizes
revenues and minimizes
operating expenses. The
value of grid services can
generally be expected to

Figure 7 – Potential Incremental Value of Electrolyzer Providing
Grid Services

18

http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/h2a_production.html
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increase at higher levels of renewables penetration.

POLICY AND REGULATORY ISSUES

There are a number of features of Power-to-Gas that differ from other storage technologies
such as batteries, compressed air and pumped hydro. Most notably, the value of P2G is
maximized when the use of stored energy can be either in the form of electricity or fuel. It will
be important for market structures and tariffs to recognize this attribute. Although not the
dominant scenario, there are other examples of mixed pathways that have been accepted by
the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), such as use of electricity to make ice used for
space cooling without reconversion. Compressed air could also be used for direct mechanical
drive for example. Because innovation can be expected to produce more mixed-energy-mode
storage scenarios, it is important to anticipate them in development of policy and regulation.
Other rules and standards may need to be adapted as well, for example, modifying spinning
reserve standards to accommodate rapid-response systems that do no employ rotating
equipment.
In addition, like other developmental technologies, Power-to-Gas will require research,
development and demonstration. Support from state and federal agencies will be critical to
reducing cost and ensuring that the potential of P2G is reached. Currently, RD&D funding for
battery technology is orders of magnitude greater than that for P2G. A robust P2G RD&D
program should be a priority for the state of California.

SUMMARY

The case for using hydrogen and/or methane to store renewable energy is compelling for a
number of important use cases. Power-to-Gas energy storage leverages an already existing
storage infrastructure that has a vast amount of capacity, the natural gas grid, making P2G an
excellent candidate for long-duration storage applications. It is unique because it is a multifunctional technology that serves use cases that support the electricity, transportation and
heating sectors.


Electrolysis is the only viable and commercially proven method of producing hydrogen
from highly variable renewable electricity generation. Electrolyzers can provide a
dynamic response to supply and load fluctuations – a critical factor in grid stabilization.



Once produced, hydrogen can be used for high-value applications such as for clean
transport fuel therefore turning electricity into a high value road fuel capable of
extended range and rapid fueling characteristics.
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Hydrogen, or methane generated from hydrogen, can also be injected into the natural
gas pipeline system providing a flexible method of storing renewable energy for all the
traditional uses of natural gas.



The use of widespread electrolysis in California will not adversely affect the drought
situation as the water converted by the electrolyzers is modest in amount, can be
reclaimed water, and can be recovered in some cycles such as when used in a fuel cell.



The need (and opportunity) for bulk energy storage in California is potentially in the
TWh range, given the developing “duck curve”, the mandate for energy storage
procurement and the state’s goals to transition to non-petroleum vehicle fuels.



The cost of fuel produced via Power-to-Gas is competitive with other pathways to
produce renewable fuel and the cost competitiveness will increase as the need for (and
value of) grid services increases.



P2G can be cost effective for electricity storage if the cost of input electricity is low such
as at times of surplus supply.



The value proposition for P2G as grid storage is being developed along with other forms
of energy storage, but important market-structure, regulatory and policy issues must be
addressed in the near term to capture this value starting with increased awareness of
the multiple facets and successful international deployment of P2G.
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APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS
Primary Assumptions – P2G
Electrolyzer Cost - Future

314.15 $/kW

DOE H2A Future Central Electrolysis Model v3.0 Escalated to Year 2015 Dollars

Electrolyzer Cost - Current

478.3 $/kW

DOE H2A Current Central Electrolysis Model v3.0 Escalated to Year 2015 Dollars

Fixed O&M Cost

25 $/kW-yr

Average of Source A from Alex - "A: Behnam Zakerin,
Sanna Syri ''Electrical energy storage systems: A
comparative life cycle cost analysis", Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews, 2014/15.

Cost of Money

10%

Regulation Service

38.5 $/MWh

“Ancillary Services: Technical and Commercial
Insights” by Brendan Kirby, July 2007

Regulation Fraction

2% of Capacity

“Ancillary Services: Technical and Commercial
Insights” by Brendan Kirby, July 2007

Spinning Reserve Service

8.4 $/MWh

“Ancillary Services: Technical and Commercial
Insights” by Brendan Kirby, July 2007

Spinning Reserve Fraction

100% of Capacity

Economic Life

15 years

Dispensing and Delivery
Capital Cost

1.4744 $/kg H2

DOE HDSAM for LA Area

Electrolyzer Efficiency

44.7 kWh/kg H2

DOE 2015 target
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REPRESENTATIVE HYDROGEN ENERGY STORAGE USE CASES
Case

Description

Hours of
storage
8

Power to
electrolyzer
0.5 to 1 MW

Power
out
1 MW

1

Addressing the duck
curve

2

Utilizing surplus
renewables for fuel

(8)

1 MW

0

3

Integrated power
and fueling

TBD

TBD

TBD

DG benefits, deferral, plus EV
power and FCEV fuel

4

Investment deferral
/ peak shaving
(substation)
DG and Voltage /
VAR support

4

1 MW

1 MW

T&D upgrade deferral, energy
time shift, regulation, reserves

8

1 MW

1 MVAR

VAR support, voltage support,
peak shaving, reserves

5

Benefits
Renewable firming, ramping,
capacity, regulation, energy,
reserves
Regulation-up, curtailment
charges, FCEV fuel sales

POWER-TO-GAS PROJECTS IN EUROPE
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Further information can be found at: http://www.europeanpowertogas.com/demonstrations
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